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ABSTRACT 

This paper presents an algorithm to estimate the state of open or closed mouth in real time video streaming.                         

It detects associated frequency of mouth motion events in specific time interval which helps to identify speaking and 

yawning. While speaking, accurate lip movement is estimated using 3D cascade classifier and only lip coordinates are 

stored in the database for memory efficiency. Horizontal and vertical distances of the lip are used as an estimation of lip 

surface area. Speaking frequency is counted based on comparison of statistical data in database. Our proposed method 

shows satisfactory performance with a high speaking frequency detection rate on live video streaming. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Now a days, Human-Computer interaction topic has be- come a cutting edge field of research. Now, computers 

are more ubiquitous than never. It is usual to find them any- where, but still the Human-Computer interaction (HCI) is only 

based on manipulation. Communication between computers and humans must evolve, thus every time humans engage a 

transaction with computers, they should be able to interact in a more ”human” way. Current researches on HCI are 

summing up the efforts from different fields involving Artificial Intelligence, Speech Recognition, or Computer Vision in 

order to make computers able to accordingly interact with their interlocutors. To achieve this goal, when computers are 

engaged in an interaction with humans, the acquisition of automatic audio-visual feedback is a key point. This information 

can be provided in different ways. Speech is the most common one, but spoken words are highly person and context 

dependent. Nonetheless, speech recognition and speaking detection is a very active and challenging field. In recent years, 

problems in the automatic speaking recognition (ASR) have drawn the attention of researchers [1]-[3]. With the presence 

of noise as in real world circumstances, the ASR rate could be dramatically reduced. The ASR system would be able to 

provide an appreciable performance only under a certain controlled environment. With the inspiration of lips-reading 

capability from the impaired society and the limitation of the noise robust techniques, the audio-visual speaking 

recognition (AVSR) has become a research trend and is growing rapidly [4]. 

With the increase of internet use, we see a proliferation of multimedia content (Video on Demand, TV websites 

interfaces). While there are many available technologies capturing and storing of multimedia content, technologies to 

facilitate access and manipulation of multimedia data need to be developed. One way of browsing this type of data is to use 

audio-visual indexing of people, allowing a user to locate sequences of a certain person. In our study, we focus particularly 

on Identifying people speaking mode in video streaming. It’s a difficult problem due to many ambiguities in audio, in 

video and in their association. First, concerning the audio, the speech is spontaneous, shots are very short and often people 

are speaking simultaneously. Secondly, concerning the visual information, faces appear with many variations in lighting 

conditions, position and facial expressions. Finally, associating audio and visual information in this context introduces 

many ambiguities. The main one is the asynchrony between sequences of speech and face appearance of a person. Then, it 
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is difficult to determine which face is speaking in the cases of multi-faces shots or shots where the speaker face is not 

detected (not visible). Thus, we have associated the video information here to develop a real time algorithm for speaking 

frequency analysis. 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Our objective is to detect a lip activity in order to classify faces as speaking/non speaking in video streaming. The 

first challenge is to identify the information to be extracted to detect the lip activity. In the domains of lip reading, 

synchrony and visual speech speaking detection, there are two types of mouth region representations: grey-level 

information and high level visual information (geometrical) like lip width, height, surface, mouth opening. The degree of 

lip movement can be related to the state open or closed mouth and frequency of mouth motion. Work on mouth shape 

detection is generally based on lips segmentation. Lip boundary extraction is an important problem that has been studied to 

some extent in the literature [1]-[4]. 

Lip segmentation can be an important part of audio-visual speech recognition, lip-synching, modelling of talking 

avatars and facial feature tracking systems. In audio-visual speech recognition, it has been shown that using lip texture 

information is more valuable than using the lip boundary information [5]-[6]. However, this result may have been partly 

due to inaccurate boundary extraction as well, since lip segmentation performance was not independently evaluated in 

earlier studies. In addition, it is possible to use lip segmentation information complementary to the texture information. Lip 

boundary features can be utilized in addition to lip texture features in a multi-stream Hidden Markov model framework 

with an appropriate weighting scheme. Thus, we conjecture it is beneficial to use lip boundary information to improve 

accuracy in AVSR. Once the boundary of a lip is found, one may extract geometric or algebraic features from it.               

These features can be used in audio-visual speech recognition systems as complementary features to audio and other visual 

features. 

The visual appearance of the human mouth holds a lot of information about the individual it belongs to.                

It is not only a distinct part of each person's look the lip shape also serves as mean of expressing our emotions. Moreover, 

the lips' motion indicates if the person is talking and even allows conclusions about what is being uttered. Localizing the 

exact lip boundaries in an image or video is demanded. Valuable information for various applications with human 

computer interaction and in automated surveillance is required in many commercial applications. 

Recent techniques use knowledge about the lip’s color or shape to identify and track the lips. Indeed, color 

differentiation is an effective technique for locating the lips.  

Lip feature extraction, or lip tracking, is complicated by the same problems that are encountered with face 

detection, such as variation among persons, lighting variations, etc. However, lip feature extraction tends to be more 

sensitive to adverse conditions. A moustache, for example, can be easily confused to be an upper lip. The teeth, tongue, 

and lack of a sharp contrast between the lips and face can further complicate lip feature extraction. 

A relatively large class of lip reading algorithms is based on lip contour analysis. Different authors tried different 

procedures to solve the extraction of a good lip contour in the initial frame. Region-based image segmentation and edge 

detection have been proposed. These methods work quite well in profile images and also in frontal images where the 

speaker wears lipstick or reflective markers. 

But of course, our goal would be to solve this task automatically by building an effective system. 
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Figure 1: Proposed System Workflow 

PROPOSED SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

Figure 1 presents the detailed system architecture of our speaking frequency count system. For any given video 

streaming, we follow several steps. At first, we decompose it into frames. If video streaming is live, we analyze it frame by 

frame. Now, for a given visible enhanced face shot, we apply our own 3D cascade classifier which is compiled from 

OpenCV cascade classifier and our own training database. For multiple face detection, we apply viola jones face detector 

again to face detection. After face localization, lip boundary is localized using the facial features detector given by 

OpenCV.  

To avoid False Positive Rate, we detect lip corner from the frame. After that, the process continues for the next 

frame. We store corresponding lip coordinates in database to keep a dynamic history of speaking information. This step is 

important to align the mouth region even in the case of moving faces. For each shot, the final measure of movement is the 

average of the measures calculated between two consecutive mouth regions.  

SYSTEM HARDWARE AND REQUIREMENTS 

For any image processing or pattern recognition algorithm performance evaluation, system configuration is a 

challenging issue as image processing algorithms are usually heavyweight task. Our system has been experimented on 

UBUNTU Operating System in Corei7 processor. We have considered each frame size to be 130X150.  

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

For testing the performance of the proposed speaking frequency counter system, we have used 20 live streaming 

video under different lighting condition. Performance evaluation is as shown in Table 1. 
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Table 1: Results on Still Frames 

Total Frames  False Positive Correct Result Face Not Found 
22000 4400 16000 1600 

                   *Face not found means face was present but could not be identified properly due to 
                   unavoidable lighting effect.  

          

                                                         (a)                       (b)                     (c)                        (d) 

          

                                                        (e)                      (f)                     (g)                        (h) 
Figure 2: (a)(c)(e)(f) Input Image ; (b)(d)(f)(h) Detected Feature 

Some results of the feature detection (lip coordinates detection) are shown in figure 2. Most significant part of the 

proposed system is detecting the lip region accurately. Sometime it fails, (as g and h show) due to unavoidable lighting 

conditions. We could use more accurate algorithm for feature extraction the lip contour extraction algorithm, but we 

prepared our own 3D classifier to ensure the effectiveness of the proposed system in real time. Unpredictable lighting 

situation is the most challenging factor here, sometimes images are bright, later they become dark and the abrupt changes 

continue. Developing an algorithm for a static environment is easier as thresholding remains almost unchanged under same 

lighting feature. Designing a practical real time system with adaptable lighting is a great challenge towards development. 

We could not but mention the tradeoffs between perfection and time boundary in real time algorithms of pattern 

recognition. Here, our proposed system contributed a little towards the objectives. Though it does not work well for multi-

face environments, we are working forward to find a remedy of that problem. We are working to extend this system as 

speech recognizer in future.  
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